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This is an English-Japanese dictionary written primarily for students and teachers of the Japanese

language. An index of basic Japanese words appearing in the dictionary is also included, which

allows you to use this as a Japanese-English dictionary as well.FEATURESo Over 4,500 entrieso

Almost 18,000 vocabulary itemso A definition of the basic meaning of each English entry and of

each of its Japanese translationso Information on stylistic differences between wordso Useful

example sentences illustrating each English entry, together with Japanese translations, both in

Japanese and romanized scripto Notes explaining words with unusual grammatical behavioro

Information on how to use grammatical particles correctly to match the meaning of the verbo Notes

on how kanji are used, especially when several kanji can be used to write the same wordo Pitch

accent markers on romanized translations of the basic entrieso Appendixes dealing with technical

vocabulary, characteristics of the Japanese language, and grammar charts
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Preface This is an English-Japanese dictionary primarily for students and teachers of the Japanese

language, but anyone who is interested in the basic vocabulary of the English language and its

corresponding vocabulary in the Japanese language should find this dictionary useful. We have

chosen approximately 4,500 basic English words as entries, so that the user will have access to a

Japanese vocabulary sufficient for the purposes of speaking and writing about most topics arising in

daily life. The following are some of the unique features of this English-Japanese dictionary. (1)

Although it has the appearance of a regular English-Japanese dictionary, this dictionary is actually a

bilingual dictionary in the sense that the index of basic Japanese words provided at the end allows it

to he used as a Japanese-English dictionary as well. (2) Each entry in English is followed by a

description on of its basic meaning and a set of Japanese words which fall within the range of

meaning of the English entry. Each of these Japanese words is in turn followed by a description of

its basic meaning, allowing one to see readily what the crucial differences are in meaning between

the English and Japanese words. 3) Unlike typical English-Japanese dictionaries intended for use

by native speakers of Japanese, the present dictionary provides numerous example sentences



written in both Japanese script (i.e., hiragana, katakana, and kanji) and romanization. (4)

Noteworthy information on the grammatical behavior and correct usage of Japanese words and of

important differences between Japanese and English are provided throughout the dictionary for the

benefit of those studying the Japanese language. More than ten years have now passed since one

of the writers, Seiichi Makino, initially proposed the idea of a new type of English-Japanese

dictionary to Mr. Shinji Ichiba of Kodansha International, who very kindly accepted the proposal. For

the first few years there were only two of us, Seiichi Makino of Princeton University and Seiichi

Nakada of Aoyama Gakuin University, working on the dictionary, but owing to the busy schedule of

Seiichi Nakada, we decided to ask Mieko Ohso of Nagoya University to join its in the project.

Makino wrote the initial draft for half of the entries and Nakada and Ohso the other half, but we have

carefully checked each other's drafts and corrected them wherever necessary. So in effect every

part of this dictionary has been written by the three of us. Naturally we owe a great deal to our

predecessors in the field of English-Japanese dictionaries, but the notion of basic meaning, which

we rely on crucially owes itself to Professor Shiro Hattori's original notion of sememe (igiso). We

would like to express our deep gratitude to Mr. Shinji Ichiba, the former editor-in-chief of Kodansha

International, who has been so understanding of our project and has been so patient with the slow

pace of our work, and to Mr. Hitoshi Wakayama of Kodansha International, Mr. Taro Hirowatari of

Parastyle, Inc. and Ms. Midoriko Iio of Parastyle, Inc. who have given editorial advice and ideas, and

done the actual editing of our work. And last but not least, our thanks to Professor Wesley M.

Jacobsen of Harvard University, who kindly provided a native check of our manuscripts. Without his

most conscientious native check, the dictionary would not have seen the light. Since this dictionary

is the first of its kind we are aware that there is ample for improvement. It is our hope that you as

users of the dictionary will forward to us your comments, suggestions and criticisms so they may be

incorporated in future editions of the work.

Right now, I'm using the Pimsleur CDs in the car to learn Japanese. However, when I get home, I

need to be able to write things down to remember them--so Ifm making a vocabulary list in a

spreadsheet, and I also want to make flashcards.One of tough things to get used to in Japanese is

the complex writing system--how can I be sure that I'm writing things down correctly? Even if I only

use Roomaji, I need to be sure Ifm writing out long vowels versus short correctly. If using real

Japanese writing, how will I know if there is a Kanji involved... or if I have made a gspelling

mistakeh?Well, this dictionary is the best one I have found to help me write down all Ifm hearing on

the Pimsleur CDs (and I have ordered quite a few). True, it does not have a lot of words in it--the



preface says it has around 4,500 headwords. However, the real value is that it has many, many

complete sentences for each entry along with usage notes. So whenever you look up an English

word or concept, you can almost always find the utterance that youfre hearing so you can see how

to write it down, and another way to use it. (This is especially useful to see concrete examples of

conjugated verbs and conjugated adjectives.) It also shows variants of the same idea...and how the

variants are acceptable in some constructions but not others.For instance, if you look up the word

"fine," you can find the following example of usage: No, this is fine.

,Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¢,Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¢,Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¦A,Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â±,ÃƒÆ’Ã‚Âª,ÃƒÆ’Ã‚â€¦{

This book is just awesome for serious learners. It shows example sentences and usage notes,

intonation guides, useful appendices, alternative spellings, etc.Only two drawbacks:1) It has a very

limited word base (4,500+ words).2) It is only English to Japanese...no Jap -> Eng.

Update. Everything stated below is true, but I'm getting very irritated with this dictionary because

often it omits the kanji. If you for instance look at the word "good" there is not a single kanji only

hiragana.-----This is quite a good beginner's dictionary. It contains quite a bit of usage information

as well as example sentences. That is what beginners need. Having said that i basically like the

book, here are a few things to be aware of:1. I would have liked to have more synonyms for many of

the entries. Since there are only 4500 entries that would have been very easy to arrange. The

descriptions of the words in very extensive, but, then, if you only provide one translation it kind of

defeats the purpose of having a detailed description. For instance: A ladder is a structure consisting

of two long pieces of wood/rope/metal with steps inbetween for climbing up or down. This is

translated as "hashigo". I don't think anything is gained by the long definition of what a latter is.2. My

impression is that you only get a portion of the "approved" kanji despite other kanji being in frequent

use as well. So there will be quite a bit of kana. For the learner it would have been very simple to

also add more kanji. See below for a dictionary that does add more kanji. It seems like the authors

have made a conscious decision to keep kanji to a minimum. I wish they would have provided some

comments in the introduction.3. The book has a western-mindset tendency, despite its authors

being Japanese. Just one example: If you look up "cooking", you get the Western way of cooking,

but you don't get the Japanese cooking methods. This is not a serious problem, but it is an

unpleasant tendency if you are working hard to get under the Japanese skin.4. It uses romanji in

addition to the Japanese characters. This is not a bit problem in my view, but it is kind of

unnecessary.Comparison with some other dictionariesI don't understand why everyone publishes



beginner's dictionaries and why nobody does an advanced dictionary for foreigners learning

Japanese, but so be it. Here is a comparison with some other English to Japanese

dictionaries:1.Ã‚Â Kodansha's Communicative English-Japanese DictionaryÃ‚Â is not very good at

all (see my review). Too few entries and not many sentence examples.2.Ã‚Â Kodansha's Furigana

English-Japanese DictionaryÃ‚Â is very good because it also presents a lot of kanji alternatives.

That is something which I like. The book states that it includes many kanji that educated Japanese

are expected to know. In terms of usage information, this book is not as good.3.Ã‚Â Kodansha's

Effective Japanese Usage Dictionary: A Concise Explanation of Frequently Confused Words and

Phrases. Nothing really wrong with that book consisting of around 700 words. However if you buy

the current dictionary you get most of the information about usage anyway. Plus 3800 entries. Off

course less detail on the 700 hundred, but you don't need 20 sentence examples, three will do. (But

by all means check out author Kakuko Shoji. She has written some useful usage books.)4. Oxford

and Random House also has dictionaries but I have only scanned them briefly in the book store.

The reason being that they contain very little usage information. So they were off my radar screen5.

A college dictionary aimed for the Japanese market. There are loads of them, but not on . I do not

recommend any. These books are not recommended as they are written for Japanese. Typically in

an English to Japanese dictionary you do not get the kanji for many words. The Japanese already

know them so no need to add them in terms of space. And off course whatever explanatory notes

are going to be way too difficult to understand.As you might be able to discern my key need is a

dictionary which has usage information. If an English word has five translations into Japanese,

ideally I would like to have all five explained to me. If I can't have I would like to have at least

two-three explained to me. The problem with some beginner's books above is that they only give

one translation or two translations but without any or little usage information. Hence my

recommendation of the current book. The book is not perfect, but quite okay.If you only have

interest or money to buy one English-Japanese dictionary, there is no discussion. You should

buyÃ‚Â Kodansha's Furigana English-Japanese Dictionary. If you want to buy a second

English-Japanese dictionary, you should consider the current book. You should then really study the

book from the beginning to the end. If that would be too much work for you, do not buy this book.

Stick with the Kodansha Furigana.

This is the English-Japanese dictionary I use the most. I own 10 dictionaries and grammer books on

the Japanese language and am a beginning-intermediate level student of the language. This one,

containing 1500 + pages of extremely helpful guidance on how to correctly use the most "basic"



words, is by far the most helpful on a daily basis. Whether for sending e-mail to a Japanese friend or

completing a homework assignment for a Japanese language class, this dictionary has no equals in

its niche. While modestly claiming to be only a "basic" dictionary, it is much more than that. It is the

only book I have found on the market which has taken the time and effort (which must have been

considerable) to provide samples sentences in both English and romaji and hiragana/kanji for the

many different meanings and applications of about 4,500 basic English words. This book is well

worth the investment. I wish all language dictionaries were as helpful as this one.
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